Images are protected from alterations, loss, and unauthorized viewing or printing. The original image serves as an “Electronic Negative” and can NEVER be altered, preventing courtroom challenges towards image authenticity. Individual login IDs and activity tracking identifies users that have viewed, printed, and added photos to the system. Digital CrimeScene can be scaled to handle millions of images with ease. The system offers the fastest image retrieval and display available today for onscreen review and revisions. Industry-standard hardware is reliable and cost effective to maintain.

**Image Grouping**
Add images from one or multiple records to image groups for easy viewing. Image groups can be saved, displayed, exported to HTML, or printed.

**Image Enhancement**
Enhance images with internal image editor or Adobe Photoshop. Original images are not altered - the system creates a copy of the image to enhance. History palette of Adobe session is logged in audit trail to track the enhancements made to the image.

**Automated Workflow**
Automated workflow manager allows cases or specific data to be routed to and reviewed by supervisors.

**Robust Web-Based Client with Image Capture**
CrimeWorks web application allows full-featured searches, image uploads and retrievals, reporting, printing, tracking, administration and activity logging capabilities from any network PC.

**Digital CrimeScene** allows you to securely store and manage crime scene photos, data, and workflow. For each record, Digital CrimeScene stores forensic data, images, videos, photos, reports, documents, drawings, and narratives.

Always say “Yes” to the courtroom question, “Is this a true and accurate representation?”

The original image can NEVER be altered.

Web-based client allows DAs and investigators to have access from any workstation.
Digital CrimeScene - - Enhanced Case Management

Easy-to-Use
Creating and accessing records is quick and straightforward with Digital CrimeScene’s graphical interface - and it is easy to learn and use.

Comparisons, Composites, & Calibration
Compare images side-by-side or edit copies of images for easier viewing or to clarify certain details. You can overlay two images to view distinct differences. Images can also be calibrated for evidence comparisons.

What our Digital CrimeScene Customers Have to Say...

Flexibility, Security
“Flexibility, I love that your software gives me lots of options. It feels like a custom program as opposed to an out of the box product. You are always willing to listen improve your product.”

“Security, I know that my images are protected from altering, loss, unauthorized viewing, printing, etc. That is important to both my Agency and the Courts.”

Crime Scene Supervisor, Chandler PD (AZ)

Stable, Reduced Errors & Instant Access
“The application is very stable. We have had little to no technical problems with this product. I appreciate Digital CrimeScene’s ease of use, from importing the images into the system to retrieving the images for viewing and/or printing.”

“We love the impact this product has had on our daily operations. Deputies can now upload their own photos thereby eliminating the need for our records clerks to process them. This has reduced errors and improved the chain of custody of our digital evidence. Providing instant access from any networked PC has also been a huge improvement. Supervisors, prosecutors, and investigators can now access photos from their PC in a timely manner without the hassle of checking CDs/ DVDs out of evidence or records.”

Lancaster CSO (NE)

DataWorks Plus is dedicated to providing the Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice Market with affordable, top of the line products and technology to improve the productivity, efficiency, and safety of officers and other staff. We offer solutions for mobile identification, inmate tracking, booking, crime scene data and image management, live scans, fingerprint archive, facial recognition, records management, and fusion centers.

To learn more, visit our website, email, or call our Sales Team at 1-866-632-2780